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OUR SPACE
Welcome to Château Tanunda, a magnificent resurrection of an industrial site that has become 
more than it was. John Geber’s vision and passion for this property has created a multitude of 
spaces that offer dynamic entertaining opportunities.

Spaces for intimate experiences of education on wine, walking tours, offering an historic 
perspective on the Château and its significance to the Barossa’s international success, as well as 
expansive indoor space for tastings, presentations or expos in a casual or formal setting. 

OUR CAPACITY
The Ballroom, seats comfortably 350 people, while the Long Room offers up to 80 guests a single 
long table experience. Both spaces are perfect for cocktail entertaining - combined, these two 
rooms work in harmony – the Long Room serving as a space for pre-dinner cocktails, display, 
and expo space with the Ballroom being the formal dining area.

Our outdoor Sunken Garden offers a stunning Château backdrop for guests to enjoy outdoor 
connecting activities or relaxed networking. The deck for pre-dinner drinks or cocktail parties 
with the stunning Barossa Ranges presenting as the backdrop. 

Our purpose-built Cricket Oval, with the rolling Barossa ranges to the east and the magnificent 
Château to the North is the ideal private entertaining venue for up to 2000+ guests. This space 
can be set up with marquees and picket fences to present a spectacular more casual but equally 
interactive space. For large groups we suggest a carnival style of function, with performers, food, 
wine, and music.

OUR FLEXIBILITY
The Château is very versatile, our space very dynamic and we are open to present bespoke 
packages and experiences for your guests, ranging from personalised experiences of 2-12 people 
to large group corporate incentives of 20–2000 people.

Every event is a new event with new ideas, needs and wants. On the following pages are details 
of our large group Wine Experiences and details of our amazing spaces and wine-oriented 
experiences. 

I look forward to working with you in the future and hope that what we have shown you creates 
a stirring of possibilities to create amazing experiences for your guests.

A site visit cannot be underestimated as the physical size and beauty of this property cannot be 
captured in photos alone. Please feel free to reach out via the phone if you’d like to discuss a 
specific concept for your guests. 
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HISTORIC TOUR & TASTE | 45 minutes
For groups of 20 - 150pax 

$35pp
A brief walk around the property to share the architecture, grounds, winery facilities, and cellar 
door. See and feel the living history and acknowledge the Château’s journey of 133 years.
Château Wine Tasting presented in the cellar door for small groups or in the Long Room for 30-
80pax, to taste our diverse and award-winning wines. From our international Grand Barossa range 
to the exclusive Old Vine Expression range.

Add a glass of wine and access to lawn games for 40 minutes for an additional $20pp
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TEAM BUILDING WITH WINE BLENDING | 2hrs
For groups of 20-200pax 

$120pp

A complete Château wine immersion – A team-oriented Wine Blending, using the Barossa star 
varieties: Shiraz, Cabernet Sauvignon & Merlot. Guests come together as a team to learn about the 
winemaking process and the important aspect of blending. They taste, talk and play winemaker to 
blend and produce their very own wine. 

Educational, interactive and so much fun working with our Cellar team. “One of the best team 
building experiences we’ve ever done” Travis, 22 Aug 23.

The blends are submitted and judged by our trained judges, while our guests relax with each other 
while tasting our own Château wine blends. This experience can be accompanied by activities of 
croquet, bocce followed by lunch or dinner (activities & dinner quoted separately).
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A TASTE OF HARVEST | Feb/March/April
For groups of 20 - 60pax 

$150pp

A rare chance to experience behind-the-scenes exposure to the grape harvest up close and 
personal. This tour is interactive with a hands-on approach to the winemaking process. See the 
grapes arrive at the Château in bins, view grapes being crushed and destemmed. Taste the 
grapes and the juice. Look and see grapes during the fermentation process, maybe even plunge 
the cap of a small batch during fermentation. 

This is followed by a brief history tour and a private tasting of current wines. To fully immerse in 
the Château and harvest atmosphere, stay longer and enjoy Croquet and Bocce, with a glass of 
wine and cheese a platter on our sunken garden. Allow 2 hours. 
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CHÂTEAU CORPORATE UNWIND
TOUR, TASTE, ACTIVITIES, CHEESE & WINE

For groups of 20 to 150pax 
$85pp

Allow 2 hours (or more if you’re not in a hurry) to relax, unwind and immerse yourself in the 
spectacular surrounds of the Château gardens and manicured greens. Tour then taste, kick 
back and enjoy a competitive game of Croquet or Bocce on our sunken garden with a glass or of 
wine and a local cheese and produce platter served from our Barossa Ranges Terrace, or in our 
Long Room if the weather is inclement.  Includes: private tour, private tasting, light cheese 
platters, a glass of wine per person and exclusive access to lawn activities on our Sunken 
Garden. Additional drinks can be purchased on consumption or as a package. 

Further catering options available to quote for groups of 80+pax
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